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Strengthen Competitiveness Through Quality

Quality Management System
Benefit from the comprehensive Quality Management System (QMS) built-into the foundation of Visibility ERP. 
Improve the effectiveness of quality throughout the entire organization with integrated applications for customer 
satisfaction, supplier performance, process control, non-conformance, tooling/equipment management and 
preventative and corrective actions. Manage product and process quality with Visibility ERP through part, Bill of 
Material and Routing Operation quality requirements and tracking. Enable robust quality inspection tracking through 
Inspection Testing Plans that automatically capture data from incoming receipts, in process inspections, MRB, field 
service and cycle counting processes. Leverage the extensive API utility framework to import data from outside 
sources or machine data and seamlessly import that data into QMS. Trigger preventative and planned maintenance 
and calibration on machines and tools via the equipment monitoring and usage workflow. 

Key Features
 »Approved vendor management
 »Approved manufacturing sources
 »Preferred vendors and sourcing requirements
 »Part and part type inspection requirements
 »Revision Control
 »Document management control
 »Engineering change control
 »Electronic records and signatures
 »Records maintenance management
 »Test plans
 »Inspection result processing
 »Automated inspection data/machine data 
capture
 »Supplier rating and performance
 »NCR, CAR, CAPA, MRB
 »Corrective action management

 »Quarantine and rework processing
 »Audits and traceability
 »Return to vendor
 »Tooling calibration
 »CMMS 
 »Inspection and failure reporting/analytics
 »Returned goods processing
 »Field service
 »Customer service and case management
 »Certificates of Compliance and Analysis
 »Skills and employee certifications
 »Project Management
 »Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI)
 »Warehouse Management Systems (WMS)
 »Barcode product and process flows
 »Supplier scorecard
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Visibility Corporation is a solutions company working towards the singular goal of enabling our manufacturing 
customers to achieve operational excellence. We provide a modern, flexible, fully integrated enterprise resource 
planning solution designed specifically for manufacturers of complex products. Our more than 30 years of experience 
with our customers’ unique requirements in the manufacturing industry are built into our Visibility ERP solution. 
We develop, implement, and support Visibility ERP ourselves, eliminating 3rd parties. We embrace and excel at 
customizations because we believe your ERP solution should work for your business, not the other way around. As 
a family owned and operated business, we treat our customers as a part of our family. With a deep understanding 
of the manufacturing industry, Visibility ERP provides manufacturers with visibility into their business operations, 
allowing for enhanced performance and increased profits. It’s a simple solution for complex manufacturers. For 
more information, connect with Visibility or visit www.visibility.com.

Contact Us Today www.visibility.com sales@visibility.com

Manage supplier performance with Approved Vendor Lists (AVL), Approved Manufacturers Lists (AML), supplier 
analytics, bar coded receiving inspection, inspection results, Material Review Board (MRB) and Return to Vendor 
(RTV) processes. Require in process quality checks with Work Order and Job Routings with either manual or 
automated quality data collection. Report on quality metrics like productivity, efficiency, failures, rejects, CAPA, non-
conformance and workflow approvals. 

Compliance and regulatory reporting is 
also fully supported and enabled through 
the Visibility QMS solution. Medical 
device, aerospace, defense and other 
industry requirements are fully met with 
Visibility ERP. This includes complete 
product traceability, lot and serial 
number tracking, component sourcing 
management and compliance reporting. 
CFR 21 Part 11 requirements are fully 
supported for companies requiring such 
audit and traceability process and product 
control. 

The quality depth within Visibility ERP is 
extensive and part of the core offering. 
Companies save valuable time and money 
by not having to integrate external quality applications or license expensive quality add-ons for their ERP system. 
From test plans through maintaining field equipment, Visibility’s QMS provides a powerful solution for manufacturing, 
distribution, and service organizations. 


